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Get the latest news about Carte Maroc on The Vermilion Bind of Blood. By Richard Adams. 1873. These are the words of old Breton to the effect that "there is a red river in North America (that) mingles its blood with the water of the Great Lakes and fertilizes the land where great armies are fed." It is not exactly a modern myth, for the vermilion bind is a terrible disease which has left its impress
upon the Indian tribes of our Western prairies. When a sick child dies of this disease, its body is cut into three pieces and laid in three different graves, one by the side of the other, while a red clay is heaped on top. This clay is intended to seal the earth that the dead child might not rise from his grave to prey on the living. But it is very small matter for an Indian child to fall a prey to the vermilion bind;

it is almost a certainty that he will die of it in a few days. So great is the dread of the disease among our Indians, that when the child is in the final stages of the malady, his parents are careful to save his soul by cutting off his hands and feet as quickly as possible and burying the body with the clay heap on top. It is true that we have no difficulty in explaining the sacred belief of the Indians in a cause
which afflicts children. A child's blood has no particular colour; it is soft and it is used by man, the Creator, to fertilize the ground for the seed of the trees and plants of the earth. What better of fertilizer could man make for the rice fields or the cotton fields of the West than the blood of his offspring? The red clay on the head of the child is intended to seal the grave that no evil spirit might come out

and work evil upon the living. This cause of death, then, makes a deep impression upon the Indian imagination. Our children who die of this terrible disease are not buried in the earth, but in the Vermilion or red river. In this way the Indians believe that their children are safe from the evil spirits which would work their evil on the living. The word vermilion is most probably derived from the Latin
ferre, to bear or to carry. The River Vermilion leads its waters
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